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EQUILUX SHUTTER CURTAIN STYLES

CompactDUO
The CompactDUO curtain profile ensures a very high level of 
security, and is suitable for openings up to 3200mm in width. The 
compact nature of the curtain also ensures the rolling zone is kept 
to the minimum. Incorporates the Lockdown technology as standard 
for advanced security.

CompactDUO Premium
The CompactDUO Premium curtain is the first of its kind, and has 
been developed specifically to suit prime residential requirements. 
Offering a combination of solar control, blackout and security for the 
discerning luxury residential property owner. Suitable for openings 
up to 3200mm in width.

UltraDUO Profile
The high strength profile for openings up to 8000mm wide ensuring 
maximum security for added peace of mind. This curtain style is also 
used across the high security Equilux shutters and has received 
successful testing to LPS 1175, Issue 7, Security ratings 2 and 3 – 
designed to protect against high domestic threat levels.

UltraDUO Vissio 20 Profile
The CompactDUO curtain profile ensures a very high level of 
security, and is suitable for openings up to 8000mm in width. The 
compact nature of the curtain also ensures the rolling zone is kept 
to the minimum. Incorporates the Lockdown technology as standard 
for advanced security.

Minima Profile
For properties that are extremely challenged with space to install 
a security shutter – the Minima shutter requires only a very small 
rolling zone. Especially suited to refurbishment projects where scope 
to change the existing building is limited through planning or listed 
building restrictions.

Minima Vissio Profile
The Minima Vissio curtain style has the same extremely compact 
rolling zone requirements as the Minima curtain but with the added 
benefit of perforation to provide vision and airflow through the 
shutter.


